"Surveying the publications on Arianism in the past ten years, it becomes clear that the questions are far from settled. A revision of older views, especially those formulated by the German historians of dogma early in the twentieth century, is under way." 1 Joseph T. Lienhard's judicious remark concludes a recent survey of nine books published from 1971 to 1982.
In the Arian and anti-Arian literature (or among its poor remains after the dogmatic struggles of the times of the Constantinian empire) special mention should be made of H. Nordberg's Athanasiana (Helsinki, 1962), first critical edition of the significant pseudepigraphic "Five Homilies," "Expositio Fidei," and "Sermo Maior," and of M. Richard's Asterii Sophistae Commentariorum in Psalmos quae supersunt (Oslo, 1956 ). In both cases invaluable primary textual evidences became available. They are still waiting, after twenty or thirty years, for their doctrinal exploration on a doctoral level or in a monograph. Other sources, like the fascinating Arian series of homilies called Opus imperfectum in Matthaeum (PG 56) among the Pseudo-Chrysostomiana, have not yet appeared in a critical edition, or even attracted the attention needed for their thorough analysis. Like many Arian texts, the Opus imperfectum is known thanks to the historians and philologists who worked on it at the beginning of this century. Unfortunately, its message remains sealed and sterile for today's hermeneutics applied to Arianism.
The benefit of a systematic, rigorous study of isolated, even badly damaged, primary Arian sources for a better understanding of Arianism as a whole, in all its political and religious complexities, has been shown recently by Roger Gryson's masterful publications concerning the synod of Aquileia in September 381. 5 The dramatic showdown between Ambrose of Milan and the last Arian bishops in the west of the Roman Empire is now convincingly illuminated thanks to the paléographie and lexicographic accomplishments of Gryson, a professor at Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. The "Arian collection from Verona," Veronensis LI, 157 folios, probably a local product from Verona itself under the reign of the Gothic ruler Theodoric (493-526), is unique in being the only complete Arian book we possess today. to Athanasius. Since P. Nautin made a few stylistic observations on Urkunde 1, with a speculative conjecture about two anti-Arian interpolations in it, 8 no one has tried to evaluate these rare documents, proper to Arius, with new interpretative techniques. But they have been carefully checked, and compared with other testimonies from Arius, by R. Lorenz in his book Arius judaïzans? cited above.
9 Their comparison with the Arian quotations in Athanasius introduces some urgent methodological remarks about the correct treatment of that sort of sources.
METHODOLOGY
A methodical use of Arian quotations transmitted through the writings of the anti-Arian leader par excellence, Athanasius of Alexandria, rests on a first set of criteria unanimously recognized: (a) Arius is cited by Athanasius for a strictly polemical purpose; (6) most of the quotations are fragmentary; (c) they are transmitted out of context, and exposed to arbitrary changes at the convenience of their citer. As early as 1926, Gustave Bardy popularized his conviction that the Athanasian quotations from Arius' Thalia are careless.
10 John Henry Newman had already suggested the same opinion, reinforced in printed form by A. Robertson.
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The traditional view inclined scholars to give less credit to Athanasius when he quoted his worst enemies in the heat of a bitter and long-lasting fight. Even if this a priori distrust seems reasonable, it should have engaged the critics (and G. Bardy among the first) in analysis of the techniques of citing in Athanasius.
But there is a whole set of other criteria, linked with the aims of literary criticism, which never became effective enough, it seems to me, in the way scholars handled Arius as quoted by the Alexandrian bishop: (a) Being quotations, the passages from the Thalia and the other Arian extracts belong, first of all, to the works in which they are located. (6) The use of the Arian quotations by modern scholars for their historical and theological purposes is always, and necessarily, combined with a simultaneous use of the Athanasian writings which transmit to us these quotations. To use a critical eye on the quotations, with an uncritical 8 P. Nautin, "Deux interpolations orthodoxes dans une lettre d'Arius," Analecta Bollandiana 67 (1949) 17 It is certainly not hypercriticism if, as more and more problems of chronology and authenticity wait for new solutions, the more rigorous scholarship exercises its normal right in regard to Arius and the Arians. But in the case of Kopecek's dissertation, neo-Arianism fails to identify itself as neo, the needed counterexpertise on the first and genuine Arianism, that especially of Arius himself, being omitted in this work. Therefore the historical perspective, which would help to underscore the original significance of Aetius and Eunomius, is more or less obliterated. But, given the obscure data on Arius, who gave his name to the main dogmatic fight of his century, and given the limits of a dissertation, how could Kopecek have concentrated in a few chapters the needed critical information? In studying carefully the last phase of the so-called Arian crisis, he demonstrates e contrario the obvious need of a similar, reshaped, and deepened study of its first phase. He is not blinded by dogmatistic prejudice or fanatical apologetics; his view becomes limited only by the lack of a global perception of what Arius and Arianism represent on the turbulent scene of the fourth century.
One could hardly address this same complaint against T. D. Barnes in his approach to Constantine and Eusebius. Barnes multiplies with delight the entrees into the heart of the matter, in devoting substantial chapters to Diocletian and Galerius before starting with Constantine, or a less vivid but extensive summary to Origen of Alexandria before describing Eusebius as a biblical scholar, 18 a historian, and an apologist. He also introduces the reader to the manifold disciplines of contemporary historical criticism, including papyrology, chronography, text criticism, classics, hagiography, numismatics, philosophy, "and even theology," as Goethe's Dr. Faust would have observed. This welcome multidisciplinary practice does not exclude personal preferences for critical redating, which gives a more spicy flavor to his vigorous style. For all these admitted qualities, the figure of Arius seems, so to say, evanescent in Barnes's recent book. We are brought to an extreme opposite to that of Klein. In Barnes's view, almost everyone around Constantius and Constantine himself, not to speak of Constantius II, became "Arian." In particular, Eusebius of Caesarea without any doubt, and the Oriental bishops as a whole, were true "Arians." After having read this book, it is impossible to see how and why Arius was a special source of trouble, or why soon after his death he was anathematized and his memory damned by these same "Arian" bishops celebrated by Barnes.
The Constantine whom Eusebius quotes speaks of a first God and a second God who are 'two substances with one perfection,' and he asserts that the substance of the second God derives its existence from the first. In 338 or 339, such views were unmistakably Arian. It is hard to believe that Eusebius did not intend his readers to infer that Constantine shared his own Arian views (271). In the case of Arius, no consensus of opinion among modern theologians dispenses from the arduous philological and doctrinal recovery of his devastated heritage. Textbook theology used to obliterate the needed process of acute discernment, and apologetic routines led to superficial solutions. A strict form of literary criticism applied to the sources giving access to Arius' thought calls for, and presupposes at the same time, a renewed theological availability in order to interpret without a fixed set of patristic commonplaces the thought of this singular theologian of the past. And when the stress of the studies on Arius and the Arians is laid on their social and political contexts, a new theological awareness of their significance is even more necessary. As the battle in which they were engaged was ultimately a theological one, all the necessary contextual detours, imposed by the need we recognize for more realistic approaches to their situation, achieve the goal of introducing us to Arius and the Arians themselves-only at the price of a stronger theological compre-hension. Otherwise we would confuse the Oriental moderate forms of Origenism in the east of the fourth-century Empire with the radical theory proper to Arius, or we would blur the distinctive features of this peculiar theory in its genuine distance from neo-Arianism, and so on.
The 
M. Simonetti, in what may be considered the best general study on Arianism available today (n. 2 above), fixes with authority the same textual practice and stresses its importance:
Veri e propri frammenti di quest'opera [Thalia] due soltanto sono giunti a noi ad opera di Atanasio: l'inizio (frag. 1) apud Äthan., CA 1,5; e un lungo passa di 42 versi (frag. 2) apud Äthan. Synod. 15, che ha l'aria di essere un aggregato di brevi passi non continui fra loro: questo frammenta è dottrinalmente molto importante. . 1, 5-6 . As a matter of fact, it is completely wrong to identify "a hostile selection" of extracts from Arius in Syn. 15. The quotation in Syn. 15 of that "selection" is hostile, not the "selection" itself. And there is no "selection" at all, as Stead and probably Simonetti supposed it, always arguing in conformity with the model of quoting applied for the Thalia produced in C. Ar. 1, 5-6. The "aggregate," or "selection," of Syn. 15 does not show the marks of an anti-Arian citer intending to condense in such a digest the perversity of the heresy he denounces. On the contrary, the whole quotation of Syn. 15 reveals the careful thought and the dialectical ability of an author eager to express his own theological concern through the paraphrase of the Thalia he elaborates. Not only are the sentences "selected" truly Arian, but so is the actual collection constituted by them. All the grammatical and lexical means used to put the "selected" sentences together tend only to one purpose, which is to stress the logical value of the different propositions and their coherency as a whole. In other words, we cannot speak of a "selection," even of a friendly one, or better an Arian one, the whole text being deliberately construed around the thesis announced in the first proposition, and evolved from sentence to sentence in order to explicitate the theological content of that initial proposition. What may have suggested a "hostile selection" is the interesting fact that the anonymous author tries to integrate in his commentary several characteristics taken over from the Thalia quoted in C. Ar.
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I mentioned for the first time my doubts about Arius as the author of the Blasphemies put under his name in
1,5.
No need for more details about this literary find; they have been given elsewhere.
34 But I hope I have indicated clearly enough that the usual hermeneutical practice with the main sources of Arius' own theology is not always as free from misleading routines as it should be.
A similar clarification should be attempted in C. Ar. 1, 5 about the two Arian fragments inserted by Athanasius into his first and genuine citation of the Thalia (PG 26, 21b9-dl). They were bluntly declared parcels of edly trivial.
38 Finally, it is not surprising that most of the recent attempts to outline Arius* theological profile are, in fact, managed on other levels than on the circumscribed and problematic basis offered by the poor remains of his writings.
Two Contemporary Views on Arius
Early Arianism: A View of Salvation, by Robert C. Gregg and Dennis E. Groh, deals explicitly with Arius himself and projects a very peculiar image of his doctrinal position. According to this image, "the Arian Christ was a 'creature' or a 'work' of God and the Creator who had been promoted to the rank of a divine son and redeemer" (1). The authors imply that such a notion of Christ "does not mean that cosmology or the doctrine of God was their [the Arians'] early starting point, as almost all modern scholars have contended" (2). Surprisingly enough, a few lines further on they add: "the early Arians seem to have proceeded from their exegesis of the scriptures to the conclusion that even the préexistent Christ was, and had to be, a creature, no matter how exalted were the results of his creaturehood" (ibid.). It seems rather paradoxical to let the first Arians conclude in this way, by eliminating the doctrine of God from their "starting point." But the authors do not care about this; they see only how they can develop, from there on, the "vie^r of salvation" which they attribute to Arius and to his earliest "companions," Asterius and Eusebius of Nicomedia.
Two observations seem indispensable here. In their first chapter the authors do not wonder how such a reductionist idea of Christ could have been accepted in a Christian church of the fourth century. Secondly, neither here nor elsewhere in the next chapters do Gregg and Groh ask what it means to emphasize so strongly the most severe accusations of Arius' episcopal censors, Alexander and Athanasius of Alexandria. Hoping to avoid metaphysics about the Arian notion of God and of Christ, as well as the biased polemics in the anti-Arian allegations of the Alexandrian bishops, they limit Arius' central concern to "the existential and psychological aspects of creaturely existence in the ministry of Jesus" (3). Where they find the episcopal opponents denouncing Arius for stressing evangelical data in order to deny the true divinity of Jesus, Gregg and Groh observe that "to the physical limitations of the body the Arians added the full range of psychological and spiritual limitations of a creature" (4), and that their central Christological motivation was "the desire to chronicle the savior's creaturely characteristics for a positive soteriology" (12). They undertake to develop the "'constructive' elements 471 of Arian Christology," in pointing out that the "positive christological concern" of Arius and of his first followers "goes almost entirely unnoticed in the scholarly and popular literature on Arianism" (ibid.).
On one side, Gregg and Groh declare that the theory of the Logos and the cosmo-theological frame of the nascent Arianism was arbitrarily imposed in its evaluation by Alexander and Athanasius, and they are no longer interested in it. On the other side, they interpret exclusively in an "existential and psychological" viewpoint tesserae from the New Testament which the Alexandrian bishops considered as having been abused by the earliest Arians against the dogma of the equality of Father and Son. Thereby they claim frankly: "We are not interested in the orthodox opposition except insofar as it transmits the Arian position" (25).
In other terms, Gregg and Groh present a view on Arius dependent on one limited part of the canonical dossier elaborated by Alexander and Athanasius for his excommunication and for the refutation of his doctrine. Admittedly, any view of Arius depends in some way on the "orthodox" reaction of these two bishops. But in the case of Gregg and Groh this dependence looks very curious if its references are examined more precisely. From p. 3 on ("Athanasius introduces a series of Gospel texts used by the Arians ..."), and without interruption in the whole book, the basic view on Arius stressed by the authors derives from the third treatise C. Arianos in the Athanasian corpus, and it is intimately combined with the testimony of the so-called Thalia in Syn. 15. 39 The Arian "view of salvation," reconstructed in the different chapters of Gregg and Groh, is exactly the view in opposition to which the author of C. Ar. 3 hoped to establish his own anti-Arian doctrine. In a debate ideologically overladen as was the Arian debate in Alexandria during the first quarter of the fourth century-after all, in any debate of that sort-"position" and "opposition" are correlated and convertible terms. I cannot see how one is consistent with historical logic in arguing on the ground of a "position" defined by the correlate "opposition," without focusing as critically as possible on this "opposition." The case of Gregg and Groh's "Arius" becomes even more untenable, should their main source of information, C. Ar. 3, be considered uncertain in its Athanasian authenticity, as their second primary source, the so-called Thalia of Syn. 15, must be excluded for other reasons from direct access to Arius' thought. imagining him trapped and confined in the most problematic corner of Origenistic metaphysics. His paradoxical approach frees Arius from the patristic commonplace which used to keep him bound to Origenian subordinationism in the philosophical realm of Middle Platonism; but at the same time it leads him to a sophisticated Origenistic metaphysician whose alter ego would be, two generations later, Evagrius Ponticus. In reviewing such extreme interpretations, the most positive remarks may stress their obvious freshness in the attempt to liberate Arius' doctrinal position from desiccated textbook patrology. A more reserved appraisal is due to the deficient critical foundation of these attempts, as soon as the primary sources giving access to Arius have to be considered. There still exists a vital need for such consideration, and a constant one, which must be urged again and again. It is well to recall that in 333 Constantine ordered the destruction of Arius' writings and those of his supporters, calling them "Porphyrians." "Perhaps it reflects a recognition that echoes of Porphyrian logic could indeed be caught in Arius' work" (60). Williams points to the discussion of the meaning of idios developed in Porphyry's Isagoge. "Whether or not Arius has Porphyry directly in mind, it is clear at least that he knows what he means by idios and knows that it cannot be applied to a hypostasis but only to the defining properties, the eternal and essential attributes, of God" (62).
For the notion of a "consubstantial portion," the best philosophical parallel is also Neoplatonic: "It is worth noting that meros homoousion for a component part of a synthetos substance is partly paralleled in an important passage of Iamblichus' de mysteriis" (III, 21.150.9, p. 128 E. des Places).
64 Cautiously Williams adds: "There is no way of telling whether or not Arius knew Iamblichus' work" (ibid.), but he stresses firm affinities between Arius' notion of "consubstantial" and the Iamblichian doctrine (65 f.). A longer analysis devoted to the Arian refusal of duo agennêta explicitâtes a complete and coherent set of other philosophical teachings belonging to the line of theology developed by Arius. His final conclusion, if critical and well balanced, is sympathetic to the Alexandrian priest: "above all, by relentlessly pressing home the logic of treating 'God' as the name of a unique subsistent, he stirred an intellectually careless Church into a ferment of conceptual reconstruction Theology continues to need its Ariuses" (81).
Thanks to Williams, we have finally encountered in this bulletin the real Arius; at least, we are afforded a glimpse of him. I call him "real" because he is treated seriously in his own way: the way of a scholarly trained philosopher who speaks and writes in a technical language, who presents in his lexical data and his style the rigor of a systematic thinker, who belongs to a definite school of thought. It was the same Arius I had in mind when I communicated in 1981 a few observations about "the logic of the Thalia and the Ennead V. 
